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Abstract

Effective offline RL methods require properly handling out-of-distribution actions.
Implicit Q-learning (IQL) addresses this by training a Q-function using only dataset
actions through a modified Bellman backup. However, it is unclear which policy
actually attains the values represented by this implicitly trained Q-function. In this
paper, we reinterpret IQL as an actor-critic method by generalizing the critic objec-
tive and connecting it to a behavior-regularized implicit actor. This generalization
shows how the induced actor balances reward maximization and divergence from
the behavior policy, with the specific loss choice determining the nature of this
tradeoff. Notably, this actor can exhibit complex and multimodal characteristics,
suggesting issues with the conditional Gaussian actor fit with advantage weighted
regression (AWR) used in prior methods. Instead, we propose using samples from
a diffusion parameterized behavior policy and weights computed from the critic
to then importance sampled our intended policy. We introduce Implicit Diffusion
Q-learning (IDQL), combining our general IQL critic with the policy extraction
method. IDQL maintains the ease of implementation of IQL while outperforming
prior offline RL methods and demonstrating robustness to hyperparameters. Code
is available at github.com/philippe-eecs/IDQL.

1 Introduction

Offline RL holds promise in enabling policies to be learned from static datasets. Value function
estimation provides a basic building block for many modern offline RL methods, but such methods
need to handle the out-of-distribution actions that arise when evaluating the learned policy, since
this policy will deviate from the behavior policy during training. While a variety of methods based
on constraints and regularization have been proposed to address this, an intriguing approach is
to avoid out-of-sample actions entirely, and instead utilize a loss function that implicitly performs
maximization over the actions, as in the implicit Q-learning (IQL) method proposed by Kostrikov et al.
[26]. This approach avoids the need to query the value for unseen actions, instead, the Q-function
is trained with Bellman backups using the state value function as the target value. The state value
function is trained via expectile regression onto the Q-values implicitly performing a maximization
over actions. While IQL provides a simple and appealing alternative to other methods in offline RL,
it remains unclear what policy the learned value function is actually evaluating, and in turn, makes it
difficult to understand the bottlenecks in the performance of IQL-style algorithms.

In this paper, we derive a variant of IQL that significantly improves over the performance of the
original approach, is relatively insensitive to hyperparameters, and outperforms even more recent
offline RL methods. Our key observation is based on a new perspective that reinterprets IQL as an
actor-critic method. This is achieved through the generalization of the value optimization problem
in IQL to use an arbitrary convex loss, which we then link to an implicit behavior-regularized actor.
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Figure 1: Comparing unimodal AWR as used by IQL to our IDQL diffusion policy. (Left) 2D
bandit with three actions and reward function r(a1, a2) = a1 + a2. For the 90th expectile of the
reward distribution, we compute contour plots for the corresponding unimodal Gaussian policy fitted
with AWR (as used by IQL) for various inverse temperatures (center) as well as samples from our
proposed diffusion policy extraction method (right). The unimodal actor incorrectly approximates the
implicit policy for all temperatures and requires tuning to capture the maximum action, while the
diffusion extraction method captures the implicit policy accurately.

This generalization is significant, as it demonstrates how different choices of critic objectives give
rise to distinct implicit actor distributions that diverge from the behavior policy to varying extents.
Consequently, examining the characteristics of this implicit actor reveals not only the trade-offs made
by IQL in critic learning, but also potential avenues for improving the method.

One of the challenges revealed by our analysis is that the implicit actor is complex and potentially
multimodal. This suggests an issue with the policy extraction scheme used with IQL [26], in which a
unimodal Gaussian actor is trained with advantage weighted regression (AWR) [38, 37, 33]. Such
an actor is unlikely to accurately approximate the implicit actor that the Q-function represents (
Figure 1). Unlike conventional actor-critic algorithms, where the critic adapts to the explicit actor
parameterization, in IQL the critic training is fully decoupled from the actor. As a result, any
approximation errors in the policy extraction stage are never compensated for by the critic. This
decoupling is a major strength of IQL, as it avoids the instability and hyperparameter sensitivity
normally associated with coupling between the actor and critic, but it requires policy extraction to
approximate the implicit actor accurately. We, therefore, propose a more expressive policy extraction
method for IQL that can address this challenge. One helpful observation is the implicit actor induced
through critic learning can be expressed as a reweighting of the behavior policy, which can be
approximated via importance weights. Thus, for policy extraction, we propose reweighting samples
from a diffusion-parameterized behavior model with critic-computed weights, which can then be
re-sampled to express both the implicit and greedy policy. Diffusion models [41, 20, 43] are a crucial
detail for enabling our policy extraction method to represent multimodal distributions accurately.

We introduce Implicit Diffusion Q-learning (IDQL). Our main contributions are (1) the generalization
of IQL to an actor-critic method where the choice of critic loss induces an implicit actor distribution
that can be expressed as a reweighting of the behavior policy; (2) a diffusion based policy extraction
algorithm that combines samples from an expressive diffusion model with a reweighting scheme for
recovering an accurate approximation to the implicit actor, or maximizing the critic value. IDQL
outperforms prior methods on the D4RL offline RL benchmarks [11], including methods based on
IQL and other methods that use diffusion models. Furthermore, IDQL is very portable, requiring
limited tuning of hyperparameters across domains (e.g., antmaze, locomotion) to perform well for
both offline RL and online finetuning with offline pretraining.

2 Related Work

While offline RL has been approached with a wide range of algorithmic frameworks [30, 31],
recent methods often use value-based algorithms derived from Q-learning and off-policy actor-critic
methods. To adapt approaches to the offline setting, it is necessary to avoid overestimated values
out-of-distribution actions [27]. To this end, recent methods use implicit divergence constraints
[38, 37, 33, 45], explicit density models [47, 13, 27, 15], and supervised learning terms [12]. Some
works also directly penalize out-of-distribution action Q-values [25, 28].
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Recently, implicit TD backups have been developed that avoid the use of out-of-sample actions in
Q-function by using asymmetric loss functions with SARSA-style on-policy backups. This approach
was proposed in IQL [26], which trains a Q-function with an expectile loss and then extracts a policy
with AWR [37]. However, the extraction procedure itself imposes a KL-divergence constraint, which
is not consistent with the policy the critic captures. Extreme Q-learning (EQL) [14] modifies the
Q-function objective in IQL to estimate a soft value consistent with the entropy regularized AWR
policy. Concurrently, Xu et al. [49] provides another generalization of IQL in behavior-regularized
MDPs, arriving at two new implicit Q-learning objectives. Our generalized IQL derivation is related,
but features a different generalization form. Contrary to these papers, which focus on Q-learning,
our primary practical contributions are in the policy extraction step motivated by this generalization,
which we show leads to gains in performance and simplify hyperparameter tuning.

Our method leverages expressive generative models to capture the policy. To that end, we review
works that use expressive generative models for offline RL. EMaQ [15] defines a policy using an auto-
regressive behavioral cloning model, using the argmax action from this policy for backups in critic
learning. The Decision Transformer and Trajectory Transformer [8, 21] clone the entire trajectory
space using transformers and apply reward conditioning or beam search, respectively, to bias sampled
trajectories towards higher rewards. Diffusion models have also been used in behavioral cloning
and offline RL. Florence et al. [10] and Pearce et al. [36] use energy-based models and diffusion
models, respectively, for behavioral cloning. Janner et al. [22] and Ajay et al. [1] use diffusion to
directly model and sample the trajectory space; samples are guided with gradient guidance or reward
conditioning. Reuss et al. [40] uses diffusion policies for goal-conditioned imitation learning.

Closest to our work are prior methods that represent the actor with a diffusion model in offline RL.
Diffusion Q-learning (DQL) [44] incorporates diffusion to parameterize the actor in a TD3+BC-style
algorithm [12]. Select from Behavior Candidates (SfBC) [7] uses importance reweighting from a
diffusion behavior model to define the policy and then trains a critic with value iteration using samples
from the policy. Action-Restricted Q-learning (ARQ) [16] performs a batch constrained critic update
with a diffusion behavior model and then uses AWR to extract the policy. Our method differs from
these methods as the diffusion behavior model is kept separate from the critic learning process entirely,
only interacting with the critic at evaluation time. This makes it comparatively computationally
efficient and simple to tune hyperparameters, as we illustrate in our “1-hyperparameter” experiment,
which shows significant gains over prior methods (including the best performing method, DQL).
Furthermore, to our knowledge, we are the first method to apply diffusion to online finetuning.

3 Preliminaries

RL is formulated in the context of a Markov decision process (MDP), which is defined as a tuple
(S,A, p0(s), pM (s′|s, a), r(s, a), γ) with state space S, action space A, initial state distribution
p0(s), transition dynamics pM (s′|s, a), reward function r(s, a), and discount γ. The goal is to
recover a policy π(a|s) that maximizes the discounted sum of rewards or return in the MDP. In offline
reinforcement learning, the algorithm is given access to a fixed dataset of transitions D = {s, a, r, s′}
from which it has to train a policy.

Implicit Q-learning. Instead of constraining the policy or regularizing the critic, Kostrikov et al.
[26] proposed to approximate the expectile τ over the distribution of actions. For a parameterized
critic Qθ(s, a), target critic Qθ̂(s, a), and value network Vψ(s) the value objective is

LV (ψ) = E(s,a) ∼D[L
τ
2(Qθ̂(s, a)− Vψ(s))]

where Lτ2(u) = |τ − 1(u < 0)|u2.
(1)

Expectile regression uses a simple asymmetric squared error and requires only sampling actions from
the datasets without any explicit policy. Then, this value function is used to update the Q-function:

LQ(θ) = E(s,a,s′) ∼D[(r(s, a) + γVψ(s
′)−Qθ(s, a))2]. (2)

The Q-function is induced under the implicit policy distribution defined by the expectile. For policy
extraction, IQL uses AWR [38, 37, 33], which trains the policy via weighted regression by minimizing

Lπ(ϕ) = E(s,a)∼D[exp(α(Qθ̂(s, a)− Vψ(s))) log πϕ(a|s)]. (3)

The temperature parameter, α ∈ [0,∞], serves to balance critic exploitation with behavior cloning.
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Diffusion models. We briefly review diffusion for behavior cloning as it is the basis of our policy
extraction algorithm. Diffusion models [41, 20, 43] are latent variable models that use a Markovian
noising and denoising process that can be used to model a parameterized behavior distribution
µϕ(a0|s) =

∫
µϕ(a0:T |s) da1:T for the latent variables a1, · · · , aT . The forward noising process

follows a fixed variance schedule β1, · · · , βT that follows the distribution

q(at|at−1) = N (
√
1− βtat−1, βtI).

Following DDPMs [20], our practical implementation involves parameterizing the score network
directly µϕ(at−1|at, s, t) to recover the behavior cloning objective

Lµ(ϕ) = Et∼U(1,T ),ϵ∼N (0,I),s,a∼D[||ϵ− µϕ(
√
α̂ta+

√
1− α̂tϵ, s, t)||]. (4)

To sample from µϕ(a0|s), we use Langevin sampling or reverse diffusion where aT ∼ N (0, I) and
ϵ ∼ N (0, I) gets resampled every step

at−1 ←
1
√
αt

(
at −

βt√
1− α̂t

µϕ(at|s, t)
)
+
√
βtϵ, for t = {T, · · · , 1} (5)

4 Implicit Q-Learning as an Actor-Critic Method

In this section, we will present a generalization of IQL that will not only provide a more complete
conceptual understanding of implicit Q-learning, but also help us to understand how this method could
be improved. Kostrikov et al. [26] show that IQL recovers Q-learning in the limit as τ approaches
1 in Equation 1, but this does not describe what policy is captured by the Q-function in practice,
when 0.5 < τ < 1. We can better understand the real behavior of IQL by reinterpreting it as an
actor-critic method, where critic learning induces an implicit behavioral regularized actor πimp(a|s).
This generalization will help us to understand how IQL can be improved, and the tradeoff that is
captured by IQL’s hyperparameters and the form of its loss function.

4.1 Generalized Implicit Q-Learning

To rederive IQL as an actor-critic method, we first generalize the value loss in Equation 1 to use an
arbitrary convex loss f on the difference Q(s, a)− V (s). For a given Q(s, a), the general IQL critic
update can be defined as

V ∗(s) = argmin
V (s)

Ea∼µ(a|s)[f(Q(s, a)− V (s))] = argmin
V (s)

LfV (V (s)). (6)

We recover IQL when f(u) = Lτ2(u), as in Equation 1, but we will also consider other asymmetric
convex losses below. To define the implicit actor, we follow the conventional definition of value
functions in actor-critic methods, where

V (s) = Ea∼πimp(a|s)[Q(s, a)]. (7)

We use f ′ = ∂f
∂V (s) as shorthand for the derivative of f with respect to V (s).

Theorem 4.1. For every state s and convex loss function f where f ′(0) = 0, the solution to the
optimization problem defined in Equation 6 is also a solution to the optimization problem

argmin
V (s)

Ea∼πimp(a|s)[(Q(s, a)− V (s))2],

where πimp(a|s) ∝ µ(a|s)|f ′(Q(s,a)−V ∗(s))|
|Q(s,a)−V ∗(s)| .

Proof. See Appendix B.

Theorem 4.1 provides us with a relationship between the (generalized) IQL loss function f and
the corresponding implicit actor πimp(a|s), thus indicating that IQL is an actor-critic method. To
make it more apparent how the implicit actor relates to the behavior policy µ(a|s), we can define an
importance weight

w(s, a) =
|f ′(Q(s, a)− V ∗(s))|
|Q(s, a)− V ∗(s)|

, (8)
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which yields an expression for the implicit actor as πimp(a|s) ∝ µ(a|s)w(s, a). The form of f
affects how πimp(a|s) deviates from µ(a|s). Since IQL can recover the value function V ∗(s) without
constructing the policy explicitly, the implicit actor only needs to be recovered at the end in order
to select the actions at evaluation. This should be a major strength of the method since decoupling
the critic from the actor removes the complex interactions that might contribute to instability and
hyperparameter sensitivity. However, the complex form of the weight in Equation 8 also suggests
a challenge, since policy extraction with a non-expressive policy class (e.g., conditional Gaussian
policy) is likely to lead to a poor approximation of this implicit actor. We will return to this point in
the next section when we discuss our proposed policy extraction method, but first we will provide
three examples of potential functions f and derive their corresponding implicit policies.

Expectiles. The expectile of a distribution corresponds to the conditional mean if points above the
expectile are sampled more frequently than in the standard distribution. For a given τ , the expectile
objective corresponds to f(u) = Lτ2(u) (from Equation 1) and solution V 2

τ (s). From Theorem 4.1,

wτ2 (s, a) = |τ − 1(Q(s, a) < V 2
τ (s))|. (9)

Increasing τ for expectiles directly increases the deviation from the behavior policy.

Quantiles. The quantile statistic measures the top τ% of the behavior policy performance. This is
analogous to the mean behavior performance (SARSA) and Q-learning trade-off that occurs with
expectiles, but instead balances median behavior performance with Q-learning. For a given τ , the
quantile objective corresponds to f(u) = |τ − 1(u < 0)||u| and solution V 1

τ (s). From Theorem 4.1,

wτ1 (s, a) =
|τ − 1(Q(s, a) < V τ1 (s))|
|Q(s, a)− V 1

τ (s)|
. (10)

As with expectiles, increasing τ directly influences the level of extrapolation from the behavior policy.
Points should cluster around the quantile for this implicit policy.

Exponential. Another interesting choice for f is the linex function f(u) = exp(u)− u, or

Vexp(s) = argmin
V (s)

Ea∼µ(a|s)[exp(α(Q(s, a)− V (s))− α(Q(s, a)− V (s))], (11)

where the temperature α ∈ [0,∞] serves to balance matching the behavior policy and optimizing the
critic. The solution for this objective is

Vexp(s) =
1

α
log

∑
a

exp(αQ(s, a) + log µ(a|s)). (12)

We derive the solution to this objective in Appendix C. The derivation of Vexp(s) indicates that it
is a normalizer for the AWR policy (Equation 3), where πawr(a|s) ∝ exp(αQ(s, a) + logµ(a|s)).
Effectively, this loss applies a KL-divergence constraint. This objective matches the critic objectives
used by Garg et al. [14] and Xu et al. [49], and it is also similar to the soft policy definition used by
Haarnoja et al. [17]. From Theorem 4.1,

wexp(s, a) =
α| exp

(
α(Q(s, a)− Vexp(s))

)
− 1|

|Q(s, a)− Vexp(s)|
. (13)

This weighting gives most of the weight to the actions with the highest Q-value. If IQL is used with
the standard AWR policy extraction proposed by Kostrikov et al. [26], then this choice of f would
provide the correct corresponding critic, though we will see later that in practice this loss does not
tend to lead to the best performance.

Comparing different loss functions. Theorem 4.1 demonstrates that IQL can be generalized to
an actor-critic method with the choice of loss function f influencing the implicit policy. In each
case, there is a hyperparameter that controls how much the implicit actor deviates from the behavior
policy. In a simple bandit problem (Figure 2), the expectile increases smoothly with τ , the quantile
corresponds to the cumulative distribution function, and the exponential aligns with the maximum.
The implicit policy distributions also differ for each objective: the expectile actor covers a broad
range of outcomes, the quantile actor is tightly focused around the mean, and the exponential actor
has some coverage around the maximum. Although it seems that the exponential critic learns the
most optimal policy, in practice we find that it can be unstable, as we will show in Section 6.3.
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Figure 2: Comparison of different loss functions for generalized IQL. We compare the different
losses on a simple didactic bandit task. The bandit’s continuous action space has three clusters
corresponding to low, medium, and high reward, with additive noise (left). We compute values from
the different objectives in Section 4 over choices of hyperparameter on the bandit distribution (center).
Finally, we show the mean and standard deviation performance of samples from the implicit actor
(from Theorem 4.1) induced by each objective (right). Each objective captures different characteristics
from the distribution of rewards as its hyperparameter is increased.

4.2 Policy Extraction and General Algorithm

Algorithm 1 General IQL Training
Hyperparameters: LR λ, EMA η

Initialize: θ, θ̂, ψ, and ϕ

while training not converged do
ψ ← ψ − λ∇ψLfV (ψ) (Equation 6)
θ ← θ − λ∇θLQ(θ) (Equation 2)
θ̂ ← (1− η)θ̂ + ηθ
ϕ← ϕ− λ∇ϕLµ(ϕ) (Equation 4)

end while

Algorithm 2 General IQL Policy Extraction
Hyperparameters: Samples per state N
Pretraining: Qθ̂(s, a), Vψ(s), and µϕ(a|s)

while not done with episode do
Observe current state s
Sample ai ∼ µϕ(a|s), i = 1, . . . , N
Compute w(s, ai) using Eqns. 9, 10, 13, or 14
Normalize: pi =

w(s,ai)∑
j w(s,aj)

Select ataken as a categorical from pi
end while

Section 4 shows that the implicit actors corresponding to critics trained with IQL can be complex
and multimodal. However, standard IQL approximates these complex implicit actors with a standard
unimodal conditional Gaussian policy [26], and since the critic is unaware of this approximation,
it does not adapt to it (in contrast to a standard actor-critic method where the critic adjusts to the
limitations of the actor). While decoupling the actor from the critic should make the method less
sensitive to hyperparameters, we hypothesize that in practice this benefit can only be realized if the
final explicit actor is powerful enough to capture the complex implicit actor distribution.

One approach to train a more expressive actor would be to use a more powerful conditional density
model, such as a diffusion model or normalizing flow, and combine it with the same AWR-style
importance weighted objective as in standard IQL. However, it is known in the literature that using
highly expressive models with importance weighted objectives can be problematic, as such models
can increase the likelihood of all training points regardless of their weight [6, 48]. We find using
AWR in the DDPM objective to not help performance (Appendix F). In order to capture these policies
without requiring extensive hyperparameter tuning, we instead take a different approach: we train
a highly expressive policy to represent the behavior policy, without any importance weighting, and
then reweight the samples from this behavior policy model. This is similar to the policy extraction
proposed by Chen et al. [7].

Denoting our learned behavior policy model as µϕ(a|s), we can generate samples from this model,
and then use the critic to reweight these actions, ultimately forming the intended policy when
resampled. This approach is summarized in Algorithm 2, and provides samples from the correct
implicit actor distribution. In practice, we also found that simply taking the action with the highest
Q-value tends to yield better performance at evaluation time. This approach is analogous to how
stochastic actor methods typically use a stochastic actor for critic learning and a deterministic actor at
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Figure 3: Samples from configurations of DDPMs for toy 2D continuous datasets. MLP uses a
batch size of 256 and two hidden layers size 256. +Batch increases the batch size to 4096 and
+ capacity uses a batch size of 4096 and 3 hidden layers. LN_Resnet follows the same pattern,
but uses 2 hidden blocks originally and then 3 hidden blocks for + capacity. Code is provided at
https://github.com/philippe-eecs/JaxDDPM

.

evaluation time, [5, 17]. This yields the deterministic policy

π(s) = argmax
ai∼µ(a|s), i=1...N

Q(s, ai). (14)

This corresponds to selecting w(s, a) to be a one-hot over the sampled actions.

General algorithm summary. For choice of loss f and generative model parameterization, our
complete algorithm is summarized in the training phase (Algorithm 1) and inference phase (Al-
gorithm 2). Theoretically, any parameterization of generative model could be used for behavior
cloning in our method. However, we find that diffusion models yield the best results for our practical
approach, as we discuss in the subsequent section.

Online finetuning procedure. Since general IQL extracts policies only during evaluation, finetun-
ing the behavioral distribution may not be strictly necessary for situations where exploration is not
a significant requirement. We outline two possible methods for fine-tuning using general IQL: (1)
freezing the behavior policy µϕ(a|s), sampling the argmax action for exploration, and only finetuning
Qθ(s, a) and Vψ(s) and, (2) sampling πimp(a|s) for exploration, and finetuning Qθ(s, a), Vψ(s), and
µϕ(a|s).

5 Implicit Diffusion Q-Learning

As argued in Section 4.2, the policy extraction algorithm requires an expressive behavior distribution
to model the implicit actor accurately. Diffusion models are a good fit here as they have been used
to model complex distributions in images [20] as well as in continuous action spaces [44, 36] prior.
Therefore, for the practical implementation of our general IQL algorithm depicted in Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2, we use a diffusion model parameterization for µϕ(a|s) and the DDPM objective
(Equation 4). We dub this method Implicit Diffusion Q-learning (IDQL).

Issues in continuous space expression with diffusion. A naïve DDPM implementation on contin-
uous spaces can have issues with outputting outliers and expressing the distribution accurately. As an
example, we test a simple implementation of DDPMs on 2D continuous datasets. In Figure 3, the
simple MLP architecture fails to capture the data distributions and produces many out-of-distribution
samples. The outliers are particularly problematic because they might be out-of-distribution for a
trained Q-function and as a result, might receive erroneously high Q values.

As demonstrated with diffusion on images [35], we find that increasing the batch size and capacity
of the MLP network fits the distribution better, but many outliers remain. Inspired by architectures
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that work well for transformers [39], we find that a more ideal network for diffusion should have
high capacity while being well-regularized. We use a residual network [18] with layer normalization
[2] (LN_resnet) as our score network parameterization (depicted in Appendix G). Figure 3 shows
our architecture choice producing higher quality samples with fewer outliers compared to a standard
MLP architecture. We demonstrate in Section 6.4 that this architecture choice is crucial for strong
performance and reduced sensitivity to N . This section provides contributions on how batch size,
capacity, and architecture choices affect the modeling of continuous spaces with diffusion. Though,
similar architectures for action modeling with diffusion have been proposed before [7, 36, 40].

6 Experimental Evaluation

In order to assess the performance, scalability, and robustness of our approach, we compare it to
prior works using two protocols: (1) a direct comparison on D4RL benchmarks [11] with reported
numbers, and (2) a “one hyperparameter evaluation” where we rerun top-performing methods with
one hyperparameter setting tuned per domain. We also analyze our method’s performance in online
finetuning and on offline performance over the critic objectives mentioned in Section 4. We include
additional ablations and comparisons in Appendix F.

6.1 Offline RL Results

A major appeal of offline RL methods is their ability to produce effective policies without any
online interaction. The less tuning that is required for a given method, the easier it will be to use
in the real world. Therefore, in this section, we evaluate select methods both with any number of
hyperparameter allowed (or reported results) and in a regime where only one hyperparameter can be
tuned per domain. We select Conservative Q-learning (CQL) [28], Implicit Q-learning (IQL) [26],
and Diffusion Q-learning (DQL) [44] to focus on because of their strong performance in the standard
offline RL setting. We refer "-A" as reported results that allow any amount of tuning and "-1" as
results that only allow one hyperparameter to be tuned between domains (for IDQL, τ = 0.7 for
all locomotion tasks and τ = 0.9 for all antmaze tasks). Results are in Table 1. We also include
comparisons to %BC, Decision Transformers (DT) [8], TD3+BC (TD3) [12], extreme Q-learning
(EQL) [14], and Selecting from Behavior Candidates (SfBC) [7] in Table 2 (full table in Appendix F).

In the standard evaluation protocol, IDQL performs competitively to the best prior methods on the
locomotion tasks while outperforming prior methods on the antmaze tasks. In the one hyperparameter
regime, the performance of IDQL degrades only slightly from the results in Table 1, while the other
prior methods suffer considerably more, particularly on the more challenging antmaze domain. Thus,
with limited tuning, IDQL outperforms the prior methods by a very significant margin. This is
specifically apparent in the antmaze domain, where our one hyperparameter results outperfrom the
best method (IQL) by +70 points. For fairness, we train all "-1" methods for 2M gradient steps, which
is why IDQL’s training time is reduced from its "-A" variant which is trained for 3M gradient steps.

Furthermore, we compare training time between the different methods. IDQL only has a small
increase in training time over IQL, while CQL, DQL, and SfBC are slower overall. In particular,
IDQL is much faster than the other two diffusion methods Chen et al. [7] and Wang et al. [44].
Although IDQL uses a much more expressive policy model, the computationally expensive critic
training is completely separated from this model, leading to IDQL’s computational efficiency.

6.2 Online Finetuning

After offline training, policies can be improved with online interactions. We test the procedure of
freezing the behavior policy and finetuning the value networks only, as well as finetuning all networks,
as described in Section 4.2. We compare to Cal-QL [34], RLPD [3], and IQL [26]. Results are
presented in Table 3. We see large improvement in both pre-training and final fine-tuning performance
compared to IQL. IDQL also remains competitive with RLPD and Cal-QL in finetuning, while having
stronger pre-training results. Most of the gains come from improvements in the hardest antmaze-large
environments. To compare the sample efficiency and effectiveness of our policy extraction method,
we compare IDQL to IQL in antmaze-large environments in Figure 4. The training curves show a
performance gain and sample efficiency gain over IQL, indicating the strength of IDQL in finetuning.
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Dataset CQL-A IQL-A DQL-A IDQL-A CQL-1 IQL-1 DQL-1 IDQL-1
halfcheetah-med 44.0 47.4 51.1 51.0 46.4 47.6 50.6 49.7
hopper-med 58.5 66.3 90.5 65.4 64.4 63.7 75.2 63.1
walker2d-med 72.5 78.3 87.0 82.5 81.6 81.9 83.4 80.2
halfcheetah-med-rep 45.5 44.2 47.8 45.9 45.4 43.1 45.8 45.1
hopper-med-rep 95.0 94.7 101.3 92.1 88.5 42.5 94.5 82.4
walker2d-med-rep 77.2 73.9 95.5 85.1 74.5 78.4 86.7 79.8
halfcheetah-med-exp 91.6 86.7 96.8 95.9 64.6 88.1 93.3 94.4
hopper-med-exp 105.4 91.5 111.1 108.6 99.3 73.7 102.1 105.3
walker2d-med-exp 108.8 109.6 110.1 112.7 109.6 110.5 109.6 111.6
locomotion-v2 total 698.5 692.4 791.2 739.2 674.3 629.5 741.2 711.6
antmaze-umaze 74.0 87.5 93.4 94.0 65.0 86.4 47.6 93.8
antmaze-umaze-div 84.0 62.2 66.2 80.2 41.3 62.4 35.8 62.0
antmaze-med-play 61.2 71.2 76.6 84.5 31.4 76.0 42.5 86.6
antmaze-med-div 53.7 70.0 78.6 84.8 25.8 74.8 46.3 83.5
antmaze-large-play 15.8 39.6 46.4 63.5 8.5 31.6 19.0 57.0
antmaze-large-div 14.9 47.5 57.3 67.9 7.0 36.4 25.2 56.4
antmaze-v0 total 303.6 378.0 418.5 474.6 180.0 368.4 216.4 439.3
total 1002.1 1070.4 1209.7 1213.8 854.3 997.9 957.4 1150.9
training time 80m 20m 240m 60m 80m 20m 240m 40m

Table 1: Focused offline RL comparison. IDQL performs on par or better than other SOTA
offline RL methods. "-A" refers to any number of hyperparameters allowed and "-1" allows only
one hyperparameter. Results for our method are averaged over 10 seeds. Additional details and
comparisons with other offline RL methods are in Appendix D and Appendix F repectively.

Dataset %BC DT TD3 CQL IQL EQL SfBC DQL IDQL
locomotion-v2 total 666.2 672.6 677.4 698.5 692.4 725.3 680.4 791.2 739.2
antmaze-v0 total 134.2 112.2 163.8 303.6 378.0 386 445.2 418.5 474.6
total 800.4 784.8 841.2 1002.1 1070.4 1111.3 1125.6 1209.7 1213.8
training time 10m 960m 20m 80m 20m 20m 785m 240m 60m

Table 2: Full comparison offline RL. We compare IDQL-A to other prior offline RL methods.
IDQL outperforms all methods in total score and receives the strongest antmaze results.

Dataset Cal-QL RLPD IQL IDQL-Max IDQL-Imp
antmaze-umaze − → − 0.0 → 99.0 86.7 → 96.0 92.0 → 99.0 93.5 → 99.5
antmaze-umaze-diverse − → − 0.0 → 99.0 75.0 → 84.0 78.7 → 85.6 78.4 → 73.0
antmaze-medium-play 54.0 → 98.0 0.0 → 99.5 72.0 → 95.0 83.3 → 97.8 84.4 → 94.0
antmaze-medium-diverse 73.0 → 98.0 0.0 → 98.0 68.3 → 92.0 84.7 → 98.0 84.0 → 98.7
antmaze-large-play 28.0 → 90.0 0.0 → 88.0 25.5 → 46.0 60.1 → 88.0 60.3 → 90.0
antmaze-large-diverse 32.0 → 94.0 0.0 → 87.5 42.6 → 60.7 61.1 → 90.7 61.4 → 93.0
total − → − 0.0 → 571.0 408.2 → 473.7 459.9 → 559.1 462 → 548.2

Table 3: Online finetuning results. We compare finetuning performance with IDQL using two
approaches: "-Max" refers to freezing the behavior policy and finetuning the value networks and
"-Imp" refers to finetuning all networks as described in Section 4.2.

Figure 4: Online finetuning results for antmaze-large tasks. Finetuning training curves for various
sampling and finetuning strategies for our method on antmaze-large tasks. The frozen actor requires
only 100k samples to reach peak performance.
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Figure 5: IQL Objective Comparison. We compare the IQL objectives on all offline D4RL tasks
using argmax extraction (left) and implicit policy extraction (right). As expected, deterministic
argmax extraction attains better performance, though the stochastic implicit actor still attains good
results. The original expectile loss leads to the best overall results with the argmax.

Figure 6: Sensitivity to N ablation. Architecture comparison on offline RL for D4RL domains over
various N . The LN_Resnet architecture remains less sensitive to N across domains. Results are
averaged over 10 seeds.

6.3 IQL Objective Ablations

In Section 4, we discussed different objectives and the different implicit policies they induce. We
compare the critic losses on the D4RL benchmarks in Figure 5. Both expectiles and quantiles perform
well with argmax extraction, but the exponential loss is unstable and performs worse. This indicates
that the exponential critic proposed by Garg et al. [14] and Xu et al. [49] require more tuning and
tricks to perform well, though these works also report instability issues with the objective. The
implicit policy distributions also do not perform as well as the argmax extraction, but this is most
likely because these policies have a non-zero probability of taking a poor action. This follows similar
findings that stochastic policies work best for critic learning, but deterministic policies work best for
evaluation [17, 5]. Overall, the expectile objective performs the strongest with greedy extraction.

6.4 Evaluating Diffusion Architecture Choices

In Section 5, we introduced design choices that were important for reducing outliers and increasing
the expressivity of diffusion models. To confirm that our architecture aids in performance and
sensitivity to N , we compare our LN_Resnet architecture to a three-layer MLP which contains a
similar number of activation layers. We sweep over N and measure the total final score. Results are
in Figure 6. Using an LN_resnet is crucial for a reduction in sensitivity to N : for locomotion results,
a higher N leads to stronger performance, and for antmaze results increasing N has a small effect on
results. For the MLP architecture, increasing N decreases performance, especially in antmaze.

7 Discussion and Future Work

In this work, we generalize IQL into an actor-critic method, where choices of convex asymmetric
critic loss induces a behavior regularized implicit actor (Theorem 4.1). The implicit policy is shown
to be an importance weighted behavior distribution, but the form of this distribution is quite complex.
This suggests that policy extraction methods based on simple Gaussian policies, of the sort employed
in prior work, might not perform well in IQL. We confirm this hypothesis by proposing a new policy
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extraction approach based on expressive diffusion models, describe a number of architecture design
decisions that make such policies work well in practice, and present state-of-the-art results across
offline RL benchmarks. Our method performs particularly well when the amount of hyperparameter
tuning is severely restricted, which is important for practical applications of offline RL where tuning
is often difficult or impossible.

Our analysis shows that, although we can generalize IQL to use a variety of loss functions, the
original expectile loss ends up performing the best on current tasks. However, we believe that this
generalization still has considerable value in informing future research. First, it illuminates how IQL
is actually an actor-critic method, and provides for an entire family of implicit actor-critic methods.
Future work might investigate new and more effective loss functions, or loss functions that are more
amenable to tractable policy extraction. Our work also illustrates how critical the choice of policy
extraction method is for implicit Q-learning methods, in contrast to explicit actor-critic methods
where the critic can adapt to the capacity limitations of the actor. Finally, our work provides an
effective, easy to implement, computationally efficient, and relatively hyperparameter insensitive
approach for integrating diffusion models into offline RL. While a number of recent works have
proposed to use diffusion models for imitation learning and reinforcement learning, we hope that our
work will provide a simple recipe for how more effective behavior modeling can translate directly
into more effective RL.
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A Reinforcement Learning Definitions

RL is formulated in the context of a Markov decision process (MDP), which is defined as a tuple
(S,A, p0(s), pM (s′|s, a), r(s, a), γ) with state space S, action space A, initial state distribution p0(s), transi-
tion dynamics pM (s′|s, a), reward function r(s, a), and discount γ. The goal is to recover a policy π(a|s) that
maximizes the discounted sum of rewards or return in the MDP,

π∗ = argmax
π

Eρ(π)[

∞∑
t=0

γtr(st, at)],

where ρ(π) describes the distribution over trajectories, {st, at ∼ π(a|st), s′t ∼ pM (s′|st, at)}∞t=0, induced
by a given policy π. A widely used framework for off-policy RL is Q-learning [46], which involves fitting a
Q-function Q(s, a) to match the discounted returns starting at state s and action a and following the best current
policy at the next state s′ (argmaxa′ Q(s′, a′)).

B Proof of Theoretical Results

B.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1

Proof. We write the objective in Equation 6.

argmin
V (s)

Ea∼µ(a|s)[f(Q(s, a)− V (s))]

Note that the objective function is convex with respect to V (s)

0 =
∂

∂V (s)
Ea∼µ(a|s)[f(Q(s, a)− V (s))]

∣∣∣∣
V =V ∗

= −Ea∼µ(a|s)[f
′(Q(s, a)− V ∗(s))]

Due to convexity of f and the assumption f ′(0) = 0, f ′(x) = |f ′(x)| · sign(x) = |f ′(x)| x
|x|

= Ea∼µ(a|s)

[
|f ′(Q(s, a)− V ∗(s))|(Q(s, a)− V ∗(s))

|Q(s, a)− V ∗(s)|

]
.

We then define the implicit policy to be πimp(a|s) = µ(a|s)|f ′(Q(s,a)−V ∗(s))|
Zimp|Q(s,a)−V ∗(s)| , where Zimp is a normalization

constant, and rewrite the above expression as

= Ea∼πimp(a|s)[(Q(s, a)− V ∗(s))]

=
∂

∂V (s)
− 1

2
· Ea∼πimp(a|s)[(Q(s, a)− V (s))2]

∣∣∣∣
V =V ∗

= 0

This means that V ∗(s) is a solution for the optimization problem

argmin
V (s)

Ea∼πimp(a|s)[(Q(s, a)− V (s))2]

C Additional Derivations

C.1 Proof of Optimal Solution to Equation 11

Proof. We can rewrite the objective to remove irrelevent terms

argmin
V (s)

Ea∼µ(a|s)[exp(α(Q(s, a)− V (s)))− α(Q(s, a)− V (s))]

= argmin
V (s)

Ea∼µ(a|s)[exp(α(Q(s, a)− V (s))) + αV (s)]

We expand the expectation for the objective. Assume µ(a|s) > 0

= argmin
V (s)

∑
a

µ(a|s)
(
exp(α(Q(s, a)− V (s))) + αV (s)

)
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Note that the objective function is convex with respect to V (s).

0 =
∂

∂V (s)

∣∣∣∣
V =V ∗

∑
a

µ(a|s)
(
exp(α(Q(s, a)− V (s))) + αV (s)

)

=
∑
a

µ(a|s)
(
− α exp(α(Q(s, a)− V ∗(s))) + α

)

= α
∑
a

µ(a|s)
(
− exp(α(Q(s, a)− V ∗(s)))

)
+ α

∑
a

µ(a|s)

= α
∑
a

µ(a|s)
(
− exp(α(Q(s, a)− V ∗(s)))

)
+ α

= α exp(−αV ∗(s))
∑
a

(
− exp(αQ(s, a) + logµ(a|s))

)
+ α

We can now easily solve for V ∗(s).

1 = exp(−αV ∗(s))
∑
a

(
exp(αQ(s, a) + logµ(a|s))

)
1∑

a

(
exp(αQ(s, a) + logµ(a|s))

) = exp(−αV ∗(s))

1

α
log

∑
a

(
exp(αQ(s, a) + logµ(a|s))

)
= V ∗(s) = Vexp(s)

C.2 Kullback–Leibler Divergence between Exponential Implicit Policy and behavior
Distribution

We look to compute the KL divergence between the implicit policy of the exponential distribution and the
behavior policy.

DKL(µ(a|s)∥πexp(a|s)) =
∑
a

µ(a|s) log
( µ(a|s)
πexp(a|s)

)
=

∑
a

µ(a|s) log
( exp(logµ(a|s))
exp(α(Q(s, a)− V (s)) + logµ(a|s))

)
=

∑
a

µ(a|s) log
( 1

exp(α(Q(s, a)− V (s)))

)
=

∑
a

µ(a|s)α(V (s)−Q(s, a))

= E(s,a)∼D[α(V (s)−Q(s, a))]

This shows that the divergence of the behavior policy with the implicit policy is related to the advantage as well
as the temperature hyperparameter.

D Experimental Details

Our implementation is based from the jaxrl repo [24] which uses the JAX [4] framework using Flax [19].

D.1 Standard Offline RL

For the standard offline RL benchmark, we train the critic with 1.5 million gradient updates and the diffusion
behavior policy with 3 million gradient updates. We found critic learning to be slightly unstable with more
updates than 2 million. All reported results ("-A") for Table 1 are taken from Table 1 in Kostrikov et al. [26]
except for EQL, SfBC, and DQL which are taken directly from their main offline RL results table. As in IQL,
we standardize the rewards for the locomotion tasks and we subtract rewards by one for the antmaze tasks. This
is also done for fairness in the one hyperparameter reruns of prior methods ("-1"). For training time, we take
numbers also from Kostrikov et al. [26] and from Chen et al. [7].
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D.2 One-Hyperparameter Offline RL

For the one hyper parameter experiment, we re-implemented IQL from the IQL repo., we reran CQL from the
CQL repo., and we reran DiffusionQL from the DQL repo. We only sweep over the main-hyper parameter
mention in the paper and select the best performing one per domain; all other hyper parameters are left constant.
For CQL, we sweep over λ ∈ {1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0} or the weight of the CQL term, for DQL we swept over the
η ∈ {1.0, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0} or weight of the Q maximization objective, and for IQL and IDQL, we swept over the
expectile τ ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. For each domain (locomotion and antmaze), we select the best-performing
hyperparameter (e.g. τ = 0.7 for locomotion and τ = 0.9 for antmaze).

While this may not fairly represent each algorithm, our main intention was to show how our method can perform
well out of the box (i.e. the posted GitHub implementation) without the need for excessive tuning. We find
that many non-IQL methods tend to overtune their ant maze results to include many more changes than used in
locomotion tasks. For example, CQL requires many changes from their locomotion configuration linked here to
get strong antmaze results. While not bad per se, it does indicate that these methods require more careful tuning
to work well across domains. Furthermore, some methods do not fairly present their results as they either tune
their method per environment or take the max of their evaluation curve. As a result, another intention of ours
was to clearly state a protocol to fairly compare algorithms side by side.

D.3 Finetuning

For fine-tuning, we pretrain the critic for 1 million steps and the diffusion BC actor for 2 million steps. During
online finetuning, we take gradient step on the critic for each environment step. If the actor is fine-tuned as well,
we take 2 gradient steps per environment step. We found fine-tuning failed to improve from pre-training on the
adroit tasks, but this is not unexpected. The adroit fine-tuning tasks require significant exploration to achieve
strong returns, so having behavior regularization can be harmful. We leave this as future work.

E Table Hyperparameters

The critic and value network follow the same parameterization as in IQL [26] (2 Layer MLP with hidden size
256 and ReLU activations). Other details mentioned about architecture are for the diffusion model.

LR (For all networks) 3e-4
Critc Batch Size 256
Actor Batch Size 1024
τ Expectiles 0.7 (locomotion), 0.9 (antmaze)
τ Quantiles 0.6 (locomotion), 0.8 (antmaze)
α Exponential 1.0 (locomotion), 0.5 (antmaze)
Critic Grad Steps 1.5e6 ("-A"), 1e6 ("-1")
Actor Grad Steps 3e6 ("-A"), 2e6 ("-1")
Critic Pre-Training Steps 1e6 (Figure 3)
Actor Pre-Training Steps 2e6 (Figure 3)
Target Critic EMA 0.005
T 5
N 32 (antmaze "-A"), 128 (loco "-A"), 64 ("-1")
Beta schedule Variance Preserving [43]
Dropout Rate [42] 0.1
Number Residual Blocks 3
Actor Cosine Decay [32] Number of Actor Grad Steps
Optimizer Adam [23]

F Additional Experiments and Results

F.1 Other Prior Offline RL Work Results

We compare our method to a number of recent offline RL algorithms discussed in the related work section:
%BC, Decision Transformers (DT) [8], TD3+BC (TD3) [12], conservative Q-learning (CQL) [28], implicit
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Dataset %BC DT TD3 CQL IQL EQL SfBC DQL IDQL
halfcheetah-m 48.4 42.6 48.3 44.0 47.4 47.7 45.9 51.1 51.0
hopper-m 56.9 67.6 59.3 58.5 66.3 71.1 57.1 90.5 65.4
walker2d-m 75.0 74.0 83.7 72.5 78.3 77.9 81.5 87.0 82.5
halfcheetah-mr 40.6 36.6 44.6 45.5 44.2 44.8 37.1 47.8 45.9
hopper-mr 75.9 82.7 60.9 95.0 94.7 97.3 86.2 101.3 92.1
walker2d-mr 62.5 66.6 81.8 77.2 73.9 75.9 65.1 95.5 85.1
halfcheetah-me 92.9 86.8 90.7 91.6 86.7 89.8 92.6 96.8 95.9
hopper-me 110.9 110.9 98.0 105.4 91.5 107.1 108.6 111.1 108.6
walker2d-me 109.0 108.1 110.1 108.8 109.6 109.6 109.8 110.1 112.7
locomotion-v2 total 666.2 672.6 677.4 698.5 692.4 725.3 680.4 791.2 739.2
antmaze-u 62.8 59.2 78.6 74.0 87.5 87.2 92.0 93.4 94.0
antmaze-ud 50.2 53.0 71.4 84.0 62.2 69.2 85.3 66.2 80.2
antmaze-mp 5.4 0.0 10.6 61.2 71.2 73.5 81.3 76.6 84.2
antmaze-md 9.8 0.0 3.0 53.7 70.0 71.2 82.0 78.6 84.8
antmaze-lp 0.0 0.0 0.2 15.8 39.6 41 59.3 46.4 63.5
antmaze-ld 6.0 0.0 0.0 14.9 47.5 47.3 45.5 57.3 67.9
antmaze-v0 total 134.2 112.2 163.8 303.6 378.0 386 445.2 418.5 474.6
total 800.4 784.8 841.2 1002.1 1070.4 1111.3 1125.6 1209.7 1213.8
training time 10m 960m 20m 80m 20m 20m 785m 240m 60m

Table 4: Standard evaluation for offline RL. IDQL performs on par or better than other SOTA
offline RL methods. Algorithm names are shortened to save space. Results for our method are
averaged over 10 seeds.

Dataset IQL Diffuser IDQL
umaze 47.4 113.9 57.9
medium 34.9 121.5 89.5
large 58.6 123.0 90.1
total 94 358.5 237.5

Table 5: Maze2D results. We include maze2d results compared to IQL and Diffuser. Our method
outperforms IQL and remains close to diffusers performance.

Q-learning (IQL) [26], extreme Q-learning (EQL) [14], and Selecting from Behavior Candidates(SfBC) [7]. We
don’t include all comparisons in the main paper to save space and since our "-1" method outperforms all the
reported methods other than DQL. Some of these prior works tune the hyperparameters coarsely, for example,
Wang et al. [44] uses per-task tuning on both locomotion and antmaze tasks and Garg et al. [14] takes the max
evaluation during training. This generally leads to better performance but implies an assumption of being able to
do per-task online hyperparameter selection. Results are reported in Table 4. IDQL remains competitive with all
prior methods on the locomotion tasks and outperforms all prior methods on the antmaze tasks.

F.2 Maze2D Results

IQL performs quite poorly in the maze2d environment compare to other offline RL methods. Specifically,
Diffuser [22] performs very strongly when compared to IQL and utilizes diffusion. We look to see if our method
aids the performance of IQL. Results are in Table 5. Our method outperforms IQL consistently but comes short
against Diffuser. We suspect that model based planning generalizes better in the Maze2d environments.

F.3 Diffusion Steps T and Beta Schedule

The choice of number of diffusion steps (T) was also pretty crucial to good performance on D4RL. Strangely,
the T needed for quality samples of the simple 2D continuous datasets was much larger than required for D4RL.
We found T = 50 to be best for the 2D datasets, but T = 5 to be best for D4RL. This might be because control
datasets are more deterministic than the continuous datasets presented (which include lots of added noise on top
of a simple signal), but this remains an open question. We include ablations of various T on D4RL in Figure 7.
Increasing T has a small but negative effect on performance. One thing to note is that for T > 20, evaluation is
quite slow due to needing to resample the entire chain every step of the Markov process.

Also, the choice of beta schedule has a strong impact in performance. We ablate over a linear [20], cosine [35],
and variance preserving schedule [43] in Figure 7. We found the vp to work the best for D4RL, but cosine also
worked very well with small T. The linear schedule required far too large of T to perform well and ended up
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Figure 7: Sweeps over different schedules and T . The variance preserving schedule with low T
generally works the best.

Figure 8: Finetuning training curves for various sampling and fine-tuning strategies for our method
on antmaze-large tasks. The frozen actor requires only 100k samples to reach peak performance.
Results are averaged over 10 seeds.

being a poor choice for D4RL tasks. We suspect that the signal to noise ratio induced by the schedules is very
important in proper expression. In particular, the first noise step is a crucial part of the noising process. In
summary, we recommend to sweep over different T and schedule for the best possible modeling of the action
space.

F.4 Batch Size

As discussed in Section 5, batch size was important for reducing outliers samples. We ablate over different batch
sizes on the DDPM loss in the D4RL benchmarks. Results are in Figure 8. While batch size has a small effect
on the locomotion tasks, having a larger batch size leads to stronger performance on the antmaze tasks. Though,
the batch size is not as crucial as the choice of architecture or capacity of the model.
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Figure 9: Weighted DDPM loss ablations using AWR. We try both one sample (Left) and multiple
samples plus argmax (Right). Results are averaged over 10 seeds.

Figure 10: Ablation of capacity, dropout, and layer norm on offline results.

F.5 AWR weighted DDPM Ablation.

To show that our method performs better than directly training a policy, we ablate using AWR to weigh the
DDPM loss over a batch. We try two versions: in one we sample the policy only once and in the other we sample
N = 64 times and take the sample that maximizes the critic. Results are in Figure 9. In the case of the one
sample method, the AWR weighted objective usually performs worse than IDQL overall and at best performs
on par with the multi-sample setup. As a result, AWR is not necessary for achieving strong performance and
therefore adds an unnecessary training parameter.

F.6 Other Important Architecture Details

There are other important architecture details for strong performance on D4RL. We ablate over capacity (number
of resent blocks), layer norm, and dropout to see the effect in Figure 10. As shown in Section 5, having a larger
capacity and well regularized network is crucial for strong performance. Dropout has a large benefit in reducing
overfitting and layer norm has a small benefit in overall performance.

F.7 Full Learning Curves

Figure 11 and Figure 12 are the learning curves for our one hyperparameter ("-1") variant of IDQL.
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Figure 11: Training curves for locomotion tasks for one-hyperparameter variant of IDQL.
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Figure 12: Training curves for antmaze tasks for one-hyperparameter variant of IDQL.
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G LN_Resnet Architecture

We depict the architecture used in the LN_Resnet described in Section 5. We use hidden dim size 256 and n = 3
blocks for our practical implementation.

Input

Dense (hidden_dim)

n (MLPResnet Blocks)

Activation

Dense (action_dim)

Output

Input

Dropout

LayerNorm

Dense (hidden_dim * 4)

Activation

Dense (hidden_dim)

Add Output

MLPResNet Block

H Extra Related Work

Other Offline RL Methods. Brandfonbrener et al. [5] use a SARSA critic objective (equivalent to expectile
τ = 0.5) for critic learning and then a greedy extraction via AWR.

Measuring Statistic for RL. In the family of algorithms, we present quantiles as a potential statistic to
measure that induces an implicit policy distribution. Quantile statistics have also been used in RL prior for
estimating distributions [9, 29] over Q-functions. Though, just like IQL, we avoid querying the Q-function on
out of distribution actions.
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